
4TH GRADE WRITING WORKSHEETS

Give your child a boost using our free, printable 4th grade writing worksheets.

Geometry and Measurement Worksheets Identifying Triangles by Sides - Students will identify equilateral,
isosceles, and scalene triangles. Revise Once your project is all written and finished, make sure to revise and
review it as much as you can. Prefixes, Suffixes, and Root Words - Exercises for understanding prefixes.
Multiplication Practice Worksheet 5 - Students will find the product of two 2-digit numbers. While our
reading comprehension exercises may help show students what good writing should look like, there's no
substitute for actually practicing it themselves. Plural and Singular Words - We work on the spelling and
usage of words to describe groups and individuals. Rhymes - We work with words that have similar sounds.
Thanks for these! Punctuation - We really hit commas hard. On these worksheets, students learn to improve
their writing by finishing the story, responding to questions, writing in practical situations, arguing a position,
and writing ly and creatively. Letters and Sounds - We look at letters and how individual letters and
combinations of letters make sounds. Clauses - Break apart sentences to learn to write stronger sentences.
Figurative Language - We look at hyperboles, idioms, metaphors, personification, and similes. Decimal and
Fraction Worksheets Introduction to Adding Decimals - Instructions and sample problems for adding decimals
when the addends have the same number of decimal places. Perimeter Worksheet 2 - Solve for the missing
measurement. Moreover, make sure to meet all the deadlines and reward yourself for making it through the
deadlines. Division Practice Worksheet 12 - Students will practice dividing a 3-digit number by a 2-digit
number. Each worksheet is colorful, has examples, and space for students to write their responses. Subjects
and Predicates - We work on identifying these parts of sentences. Lucky Leprechaun Multiplication - Students
will multiply two 2-digit numbers when completing this fun holiday worksheet. Identifying Triangles by
Angles - Students will learn about and identify acute, obtuse, and right triangles. Work through the creation of
each poem style step-by-step. Below you'll find our writing practice worksheets for students to use to practice
writing. Identifying Angles Worksheet 1 - Students will identify acute, obtuse, right, and straight angles.
Literature Tie-Ins - Worksheets that related to specific works. Everyone should have the right to be able to
speak their mind, but they also should have the know-how to do it in an effective manner. Division Word
Problems - Easy money division word problems with no remainders. Some problems have a remainder. Then,
they try to finish it using their own words. Similes - This section includes metaphors. Homophones - Has a
student ever told you that they "sea" how you got the answer? Division Practice Worksheet - This worksheet
provides practice dividing a 4-digit number by a 2-digit number with remainders and includes a quote from
Martin Luther King, Jr. Multiplication Drill Sheets - Two pages in this set consist of multiplying 4-digits by a
single digit number and two worksheets provide practice multiplying a 4-digit number by a 2-digit number.
Capitalization - Students must capitalize letters in short and long passages. Editing and Proofreading - We
have you pick apart work and find all the errors that you can.


